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Abstract: The paper presents an approach for identifiing the
most effective Flexible AC Transmission System (FACTS)
Controllers, locations, types and ratings that increase asset
utilization of power systems The approach is a combined
static/dynamic procedure based on the use of a continuation
power flow, an optimal power flow and an eigenvalue analysis
The application of this approach on a representative studied
transmission system has resulted in an increase of the maximum
stable loadability limit by 6 7 % The paper finally shows that the
proposed approach is helpful in coordinating the functionality of
FACTS Controllers to enhance power system dynamics
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INTRODUCTION

Flexible AC Transmission System is a concept promoting the
use of power electronic based and other static controllers to
enhance controllability and increase power transfer capability. The
basic idea behind the FACTS concept is to enable the transmission
systems to become active elements, playing active roles in
increasing the flexibility of power transfer requirements and in
securing stability of the dynamics of integrated power systems.
Therefore, FACTS Controllers should be designed with dynamic
characteristics that effectively enhance the dynamic performance
of the associated power system [11.
Power System engineers are currently facing challenges to
increase the power transfer capability of existing transmission
systems. FACTS offers an economical solution to accommodate
that need while maintaining sufficient steady-state and transient
stability margins.

basis to investigate both low and high frequency interaction
phenomena. An overview of the project is presented in
reference [3].
The main purpose of this paper is to present a statiddynamic
approach for allocation of FACTS Controllers. The proposed
approach is based on the combined use of a continuation power
flow, an optimal power flow and an eigenvalue analysis. The
algorithm allocates shunt connected controllers (Static VAr
Compensators - SVC) to solve voltage collapse problems that may
occur during major faults or due to load level increases. Series
connected controllers (Thyristor Controlled Series Capacitors TCSC) are allocated to guarantee the maximum transient
synchronizing torque between electrical areas during severe faults
The static/dynamic procedure was checked by a detailed transient
stability study. Several major faults were investigated showing
that the location and ratings allocated for each FACTS Controller
were adequate. The paper finally shows that the proposed method
successfully coordinates the combined operation of SVCs and
TCSCs to solve a simultaneous voltage collapse and lack of
synchronizing torque problem after a severe HVdc bipole
blocking.
THE STUDIED TRANSMISSION SYSTEM

The studied transmission system is shown in Figure 1. It is
composed of 131 buses, 29 generators and 2 HVdc links. The
system has a multi-infeed HVdc configuration with two inverters
electrically adjacent while two rectifiers are remotely located ahd
Connected through a high impedance ac network [4]. Both of the
dc links have parallel ac transmissions. Typical line, machine and
regulator parameters were adopted and the controllers were tuned
to guarantee a stable base case. The basic power-flow interchange
for this network is presented in Figure 2. It also depicts the
electrical area division adopted for this study.

A multi-FACTS configuration results when more than one
FACTS Controller are located within the same electrical region.
Such a situation will be a natural consequence of the growing need
for using FACTS technology. Relevant questions relating to multiFACTS configurations are currently being analyzed in the scope
of an EPRI Research Project [2]. The main thrust of this project is
to present a general insight into the operation of multi-FACTS
transmission configurations through developing analysis tools and
control concepts for a proper coordination between FACTS
Controllers. Power system studies are being performed using
several digital tools. These tools are used in a complementary
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Figure 1: The Studied Network
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Table 1: Base Case Load-Flow Summary
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STATIC I DYNAMIC APPROACH FOR
FACTS ALLOCATION

The proposed method for static/dynamic allocation of
FACTS Controllers is based on the combined use of a
continuation power flow, an optimal power flow and an
eigenvalue program. Shunt FACTS Controllers are allocated
aiming at solving possible voltage collapse situations that may
occur during major faults or an increase of the load level of the
system. Series FACTS Controllers are allocated to guarantee the
maximum transient synchronizing torque between electrical areas
in the event of a major tie-line loss or HVdc blocking.
For the initial operating conditions of the system depicted in
Figure 1, the total generation, load and loss levels are shown in
Table 1. Figure 3 shows the voltage profile or V x P nose curves
for two critical buses of the system, considering the reactive limits
at the generating stations. Loads are represented as constant active
and reactive powers since this is the most pessimistic scenario.
The intent here is to find the PoC (Point of Collapse) of the
system. The PoC is a measure of how far beyond the base case
could the load be increased, as a percentage of base system load.
Note that the % increments necessary to reach the PoC level are
'YO increments above a base case load level of 100%. This
permissible load increase beyond the base case is represented by
the Loading Factor qo. The parameter q would be assumed to
represent active and reactive power changes at all load buses. This
is achieved by defining participation factors at the load buses that
define a direction to move in parameter space [5].
In this specific case all loads are increased proportionally and
this power increment is proportionally distributed among all
generating stations. These nose curves correspond to bifurcation
diagrams for the dynamic system model. Points above the tip of
the curve, i.e., PoC or saddle-node bifurcation points, correspond
to stable equilibrium points, whereas points below the tip
correspond to unstable equilibria. The base case Point of Collapse
analysis shows that the system is operating at an extremely loaded
condition, with a maximum PoC of 2.05 YO.
The optimal power-flow program (OPF) was initially used
for optimizing the base case power flow. In this specific case, the
generating station voltage levels were adjusted to minimize
reactive losses. The optimized load-flow summary is presented in
Table 2. It can be seen that the optimization procedure has resulted
in a decrease of approximately 2,000 MVAr of reactive losses.

,

Figure 3 : Point ofCollapse Analysis for the Base Case
The new V x P curves obtained after the preliminary
optimization using the OPF program are shown in Figure 4. The
new PoC in this case is 3.87 %.
In sequence, an eigenvalue program [6] was used for
calculating the voltage related eigenvalues of the system, around
the maximum loadability point previously calculated
PoC = 3.87 %. Figure 5 shows the most critical voltage associated
eigenvalues of the system. There is a critical eigenvalue
h = -0.1058 indicating a voltage collapse problem in the network.
The other eigenvalues are distant from the origin in the s-plane
and cause no voltage instability problems.

--

The Mode Shape for the h = -0.1058 mode was determined
using the eigenvalue program and is depicted in Figure 6. The
critical eigenvalue h = -0.1058 is a global voltage collapse mode
of the upper part of the power system, involving areas A , AI and
C. This mode has a maximum participation in a bus centered in
area A I , and presents a smooth decay for systems A and C .

Table 2: Optimized Case Load-Flow Summary
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Figure 4: Point of Collapse Analysis for the Optimized Case
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Figure 5: Critical Eigenvalue Associated to the PoC Point

Figure 7 : Eigenvalues for the Shunt Compensated Case

The residues AVb I ABshuntfor the h = -0.1058 mode were
evaluated using the eigenvalue program, wherc vb is the bus
voltage and Bshuntis the susceptance of a shunt reactive device
The dynamic approach indicated three buses centered in area A 1 as
the candidate buses for voltage support. It is important to note that
although the eigenvalue analysis indicates the candidate buses for
voltage support, it is helpless regarding the minimum amount of
reactive support to solve the voltage collapse problem. At this
point the OPF program is used for determining the minimum
amount of reactive support for this specific situation. The
candidate buses were used as an input by the OPF program and an
optimized solution for the reactive power compensation at these
buses was obtained. It was also observed that a near optimal
solution could be obtained by allocating a capacitive shunt device
at only one of the candidate buses, with a total rating of 1250
MVAr, an unacceptably large value.

voltage collapse case. This information was feedback to the OPF
program and a shunt device of 820 MVAr was installed at the
commutation busbar of the inverter station of DC Link # 1. Also, a
100 MVAr shunt device was allocated at the electrical center of
area C. Therefore, the system bas now three new shunt
compensation devices rated 1250 MVAr at area A i and 820 MVAr
and 100 MVAr at area C. The new PoC of 13.4 YOfor the system
is depicted in Figure 10.

The new eigenvalues of the system, after the inclusion of
1250 MVAr of shunt compensation at the selected bus, were
evaluated for an increase of load of 3.87 'YO,equal to the previous
PoC, and are shown in Figure 7 . The critical eigenvalue
h = -0.1058 which was associated to the voltage collapse problem
in the network no longer exists. Therefore, after the proposed
shunt reactive power compensation the system became voltage
stable for the same increase of 3.87 % of load. The new PoC in
this case is 9.77 YO and the associated V x P curve is shown in
Figure 8.
An eigenvalue analysis revealed that there is a new critical
eigenvalue h = -0.145 associated to thc new PoC point The mode
shape analysis for this critical mode shows that the system now
experiences a local voltage collapse situation in area C, as depicted
in Figure 9.
The residues AV,, / ABshunt for the new critical mode
h = - 0.145 were calculated and indicated two buses located in
Area C as the candidate buses for voltage support, in this local

The combined use of the continuation power flow, the
eigenvalue and the optimal power flow programs increased the
original PoC of the system from 2.05 YO to 13.4 YO.However,
notice that this increase in the overall loadability is a result of the
high level of shunt compensation at buses in Area AI and Area C,
respectively of 1250 and 820 MVAr. These are high ratings and
therefore, the OPF program was used again for allocating the
minimum amount of rcactive power at the candidate buses with a
different objective function. The design target in this case was to
maintain the system voltage between specific limits, in the case of
outage of important 500 kV trunks. The final proposition for
SVCs allocation is next presented:

e

The final PoC of the system is 6.7 YO and the associated
V x P curve is shown in Figure 11.
The allocation of series devices was done using the
eigenvalue program. The residues of the system were calculated in
order to find the lines that maximize the relation between the
deviation on the active power and the series impedance. This
guarantees that in emcrgency situations these lines will offer the
largest increase in the transient synchronizing torque as a function
of the series impedance variation.
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Figure 6: Mode Shape Associated to the Critical Eigenvalue
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Mode Shape for the -0.145 Mode
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The eigenvalue program was used for calculating the
residues AP- / AB.. for the h = -0.1058 critical mode, where Pij is
1J
the real ( d W ) power on a transmission line and Bij is the
susceptance of a series compensation device. This dynamic
approach indicated two important transmission lines as the
candidate lines. These lines are parallel lines to the dc links
respectively in area B1 and AJ, and already had fixed series
compensation. Initially, these fixed compensations were
substituted by Thyristor Controlled Series Compensation - TCSC devices with the same level of maximum compensation of the
previous fixed compensated lines. The final ratings of the TCSC
devices were adjusted during a large disturbance dynamic
performance analysis of the studied system. The basic criteria was
to trip tie-lines and guarantee that the TCSC could maintain the
ordered current. The following TCSC ratings were adopted:
LineinAreaAIa 10-90Y0
TCSC#l:
TCSC #2:
Line in Area BI 3 25 - 90 'YO
The dynamic stability study presented in the next section
illustrates a typical situation where FACTS Controllers are
coordinated to improve both transient voltage and power stability.
DYNAMIC STABILITY ANALYSIS

The need to increase the power transfer limits of the existing
ac transmission systems presents new challenges to power system
planners and operators. A higher level of power transfer capability
may result in a reduction of the system synchronizing and
damping capabilities, as well as voltage instability problems,
frequency control problems and poor fault recovery performance.
Several dynamic stability study cases were analyzed taking
into consideration faults which could result in the loss of an ac tieline, since this usually is the most common source of interarea
oscillation problems.
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Figure 10: New Point of Collapse with Three Shunt
Compensation Devices
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Figure 9: Mode Shape Associated to the New Critical Eigenvalue
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Figure I 1: Final Point of Collapse with Three
Static VAr Compensators
Special attention was dedicated to observe the power swings
between the main Systems A, B and C. For each one of these
systems, a corresponding weighted average of their generator
power angles was calculated. The weighting factors used were the
rated MVA of each power plant. The relative interarea power
angle swings were then obtained by the differences between the
corresponding weighted average power angle of each system.
The SVC stations were operated in local voltage control
while the TCSC units were operated in local current control. Both
HVdc converters were set to current control at the rectifier
stations, while the inverter stations were kept operating in constant
minimum gamma control. The HVdc master controls were set to
constantpower mode in both links.

In all cases analyzed, the proposed FACTS Controllers have
successfully solved voltage instability problems and have
strengthened the synchronizing torque between the transmission
systems. These investigations have proved the validity of the
proposed methodology.
COORDINATIONOF FACTS CONTROLLERSTO ENHANCE
POWER SYSTEM DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE

An extremely severe case that was investigated was the
blocking of a bipole (DC Link #I) that was delivering
approximately 3000 MW. A blocking signal was applied to DC
Link #1, increasing the rectifier firing angle from the steady-state
value to 120'. This bipole experienced a power reversal to
discharge the dc line and was finally blocked as shown in Figure
12. The system lost synchronism after a few seconds and, as a
consequence, the ac system voltages collapsed.
Figure 13 shows the voltage collapse effect in DC Link #2.
Both the dc power and dc voltage collapses after 1.5 seconds
while the dc current increases up to the maximum current limit of
the Master Controller. Figure 14 shows the interarea relative
angles of the system depicted in Figure 1, without considering the
FACTS Controllers.
The same contingency is shown in Figure 16, but now
including the FACTS Controllers. The SVCs were set to local
voltage control while the TCSCs were operating coordinated by a
centralized current controller depicted in Figure 15. In fact, the
TCSC devices were regulating a combination of the ac power
injected into its own terminal plus the ac power at the rectifier
station of each dc link. The interarea relative angles show that the
system became stable, reaching a new steady-state condition.
Figure 17 shows the power flow on the series compensated
lines. It is clear that with the controlled series compensation the ac

'
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power was deviated from DC Link # 1 to both TCSC circuits. The
TCSC lines redirected most of the power flow after the permanent
blocking of DC Link #l.
This is a representative result showing the importance of a
coordinated procedure for control design in FACTS assisted
power systems. The SVCs were designed to avoid the voltage
collapse problem while the TCSCs were designed to redispatch the
power flow and avoid synchronization problems after a Bipolar
blocking (loss of w 3000 MW).

TCSC #I

TCSC #1
DC Link #I

Control
Centralized
Current Order
Current
Control

Reclifier AC Power

Firing Angle
TCSC #2
Line Power

TCSC #1
Line Power

Figure 15: TCSC Current Order Coordinator
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A combined static/dynamic procedure for allocation of
FACTS Controllers was presented. This procedure is based on the
interactive use of an eigenvalue program, an optimal power flow
program and the Point of Collapse methodology. Shunt devices
are allocated to solve voltage collapse problems that may occur
during major faults or due to a load level increase. Series devices
are allocated to guarantee the maximum synchronizing torque
between electrical areas during severe faults like the loss of an
important tie-line.
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Figure 14: Interarea Relative Angles Without FACTS Controllers

For the network under analysis, a realistic allocation of
FACTS Controllers resulted in an increase of the maximum
loadability of the system from an original value of 2.05 YOto
6.7 YO.Three new SVCs and two new TCSCs were proposed for
the basic network. One of the SVCs was allocated at the inverter
commutation busbar of DC Link #1, which will be an interesting
oppor&unityto analyze possible control interactions between these
two different FACTS Controllers, throughout the research
project [2].
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Several transient stability cases were investigated and have
proved that the allocated FACTS Controllers in fact solved voltage
collapse and lack of synchronizing torque problems for the studied
network. More specifically, a severe case involving the complete
blocking of a bipole was investigated. It was shown that without
the proposed FACTS Controllers the system became unstable due
to a combined voltage collapse and lack of synchronizing torque
problem.
The dynamic stability study showed that a cooperative
control action between the proposed SVC and TCSC devices is an
efficient solution to solve interarea stability problems. The SVCs
sustained the system voltages, avoiding the voltage collapse
situation, while the TCSC devices supplied the necessary
synchronizing torque to guarantee the electromechanical stability
of the system.
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Discussion
Claudio A. Cafiizares (University of Waterloo): The authors
should be commended for a very interesting paper discussing
the issue of location and design of SVCs and TCSCs to improve
the static and dynamic performance of a power system. This
discusser is particularly interested in the techniques used in the
paper to design and model the proposed SVCs, so that the system loadability is increased. Thus, the authors’ response to the
following comments and question would be greatly appreciated:
1. A similar eigenvalue methodology than the one used in the
paper was used by this discusser and his co-author in [A] to
determine the “optimal” location of SVCs and TCSCs that
maximize system loadability, with similar results to the
ones reported here. In that paper, steady state models for
SVCs and TCSCs were also proposed, and a technique was
suggested to determine the rating of these devices, their
limits and controls, so that maximum loading conditions
were improved.
The authors mention that an O P F was used to determine
and “optimal” value of shunt compensation for the sample
system. However, it is in not clear to this discusser what
objective function was used in the OPF to determine these
values, and what the meaning of “near optimal solution”
is in that context. Was the O P F used to maximize the
maximum system loading? If that is the case, how was
that accomplished? Also, what was the model of the SVC
used in the Point of Collapse program to obtain Fig. 11?
2. A similar system to the one shown in Fig. 1 in the paper
was used by this discusser to obtain Figure A, which shows
how the maximumloadability of the system changes as the
MVAr rating of a SVC located at the system “critical” bus
is changed. Notice the sharp variation in the maximum
load, triggered by generator Q limits and SVC limits. In
this case, the maximum loading reaches a plateau were it
changes very little with respect to changes in the MVAr
rating of the SVC.
An interesting problem is to determine the “optimal” value
of the SVC rating that maximizes the distance to collapse,
and a generic technique is proposed in [B] to accomplished
just that for any parameters in the system. The optimization, however, should not only be based on maximizing the
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Fig. B. Optimum SVC rating in a sample system.

loading margin, but how cost effective the devices are, e.g.,
how the rating of the device compares to changes in the
loading margin [A]. This is depicted in Fig. B, where the
factor f, = A MWmargtn/MVArSVCis plotted against the
SVC rating for the sample system; observe that the maximum value of f, does not correspond to the maximum
loading margin. In this case, determining the effect of the
SVC rating and other system parameters in an objective
function other than the loading margin may be of more
value.
[A] Z. T. Faur and C. A. Caiiizares, “Effects of FACTS devices
on system loadability,” Proc. North American Power Symposium, Bozeman, Montana, October 1995, pp. 520-524.
[B] C. A. Caiiizares, “Calculating optimal system parameters to
maximize the distance to saddle-node bifurcations,’’ technical report 95-07, University of Waterloo, July 1995. Submitted for publication in the IEEE Trans. Circuzts and
Systems-I.
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L.A.S. Pilotto, W.F. Long and A. Edris: The authors wish
to thank Prof. Cafiizares for his interest, valuable comments
and questions.
The objective function adopted during the OPF studies aimed
at minimizing reactive expansion costs [A]. A voltage range
was specified for system operation and the minimum amount
of reactive support was calculated to keep the system voltages
within that band. The dynamic approach, based on residues
calculation, resulted in three candidate buses to be used as an
input by the OPF program. The OPF program was used for
calculating the minimum necessary reactive support and a
total of 1250 MVAr was distributed among the three
candidate buses. However, these buses are electrically close
and therefore a ”near optimal solution” was obtained by
concentrating all the necessary reactive support at only one
bus. This bus was the one with the highest residue in the
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eigenvalue analysis. The authors made no attempt to use the
OPF program to maximize the system loading.
The SVC devices were modeled as PV buses until the SVC
limits were reached. At this point, the SVCs were assumed to
supply con~tantreactive power. The authors are aware that
this is an approximation to the real behavior of an SVC
device since in the normal range of operation the droop
present in actual equipment is not represented. Also, after
reaching a limit the SVC behaves like a constant impedance
rather than a constant reactive power source. The program
being currently adopted by the authors to calculate V x P
curves incorporates these enhanced models for SVC devices.

The authors concur with Prof. Caiiizares that the optimization
process should not be based exclusively on loading margin
maximization but has to take into account how the ratings of
the devices compares to changes in loading margins.
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